
 

“Logistics is the New Retail” 

Amid the disruptions of a fragile, uncertain and changing world the needs of technology 

enabled consumers across the globe must be fulfilled.  To service this ‘instant gratification’ 

generation and get the goods into their hands by any means, while still making profit 

retailers have had to work smarter, give up their focus on a high street presence and allow 

logistics to become the new retail.  

As the oft quoted mantra of UKWA CEO Peter Ward, he was invited by workplace 

management software experts Quinyx to present a webinar on the subject to set the scene, 

discuss the challenges and find a way forward. 

Global sourcing pressures 

The current threats to the global supply chain – Brexit, volatile stock markets, humanitarian 

crises, terror attacks, a growing population that is living longer and wanting to live in cities - 

will all impact on the sourcing and movement of goods. Old world powers like USA & China 

are sparring and while the former is tearing up the TPP and concentrating its efforts within 

its own country, China is pushing out into the world with a massive infrastructure project 

along the Silk Road and an aim to harness 63% of consumers and 35% of global trade. 

On the homefront it is very much the role of UKWA to work with the government and 

policymakers to provide the vital detail for securing the best Brexit deal on matters such as 

the Customs Union, while on a global basis to seek out any opportunities which might be 

presented to the logistics industry and members and in the case of threats, help them to 

manage the risks.   

Asked to identify the most immediate threat to the logistics industry Peter Ward said the 

value of sterling was the most significant factor as this affected the consumer and would put 

up prices for goods, materials, imports and fuel. 

Workforce issues 

A question was posed about the impact on the workforce, Peter Ward responded that as 

well as a skills and labour shortage the logistics industry had an aging workforce with most 



being in the 50+ category and that more effort must be made to attract young people.  As a 

career it is simply not promoted enough, so it is not perceived as an exciting prospect.  Yet 

if you explain that essentially logistics feeds and clothes the nation and point out the big 

names involved in the process such as Amazon then perhaps the message will begin get 

through. 

London Snapshot 

To examine the issues around urban drift London was used as an example of what is 

happening in cities around the country and the world.  As more people move to the 

conurbation the infrastructure begins to struggle as outlined in the recent major study by 

UKWA -Feeding London 2030. With the UK population to hit 70 million in 12 years and 

London to swell from 8.6m currently to 11m by 2050, exacerbated by huge numbers of 

visitors and a rising influx of commuters, the challenge to service all these consumers in the 

way they demand and move goods around the overstretched road network will be 

enormous.    

Pace of change 

Smart phone technology has opened up the world to e-commerce and in China alone 750 

million new online consumers, many of whom have never seen the inside of a grocery or 

department store, are now being serviced by the likes of JD.com and Alibaba. 

Plotting the rapid rise of consumerism, the webinar put into perspective the pace of change 

by looking at length of time the telephone took to reach 100 million users which was 75 

years, once the mobile phone was introduced it took about 15 years, the internet half as 

much time again at around 7 years and the Candy Crush app in just one year. 

A question was asked about technology being adopted in the logistics industry and Peter 

Ward suggested that it was not fully embedded at this stage but was on the cusp of change. 

In particular, to move away from being labour intensive towards harnessing technology to 

operate more efficiently. 

Logistics is the new retail 

75% of logistics activity relates to the consumer which is effectively retail and there are new 

models coming onto the market, Amazon from the West and Alibaba from the East, their 

goods are handled by distribution and fulfilment centres not retail outlets. 



Indeed warehousing is replacing much of the high street footprint and job losses in retail 

being absorbed into logistics. A recent meeting of the UKWA Real Estate Advisory Board 

reported logistics space is coming under increased pressure as it replaces high street 

footfall. 

Multi route and multi pace channels to market 

Logistics was once a linear process from the point of order to the point of delivery but today 

the global supply chain ecosystem is driven by the consumer and created the need for multi-

pace, multi-route channels to market.   

If a retailer is supplying an individual, personalised item, sourced from anywhere in the 

world and dispatching it to one destination, there is increased complexity calling for greater 

flexibility & agility and a shift of emphasis on logistics no longer focused just on basic 

transportation services but on managing inventory globally. 

One of the outcomes of the growth of e-commerce in China is that for vendors the home 

market comes first so that buyers from the UK and elsewhere can no longer expect to place 

minimum orders to suit peak season time-frames which creates a dilemma about when to 

order and how to organise stock holding.  This in turn puts pressure on 3pls as coupled with 

the sourcing issue, there is an explosion of channels into market.  Whereas goods used to 

end up in a centrally based warehouse then be pushed out by truck to various destinations 

several times a week, there is now the need to fulfil high street stores, service click & 

collect, process online orders for next day delivery and in some cases within the hour in 

order to favourably compete with the likes of Amazon. 

 

Warehouse of the Future 

This sea change from the critical mass of single locations of the past to multiple stocking 

locations, represents an opportunity for 3pls to provide solutions to those retailers in the 

form of multiple user shared sites. 

 

Another impact is the changing nature of the buildings themselves and the way they are 

configured in the style of small pick order factories which dictates the usage of mechanical 

handling and the type of labour force needed to manage those facilities. 

 

The location of warehousing is paramount to serve the ‘I want it now’ consumer and must 

be in close proximity to the customer base and transport links. Warehouse buildings need to 



evolve to overcome urban density restrictions and operate in more efficient ways fully 

optimised by technology, robotics and automation. 

All the issues presented by the changes in logistics are being addressed by UKWA through 

its advisory boards.  The Real Estate Advisory Board is tackling the warehouse space issue 

at planning and infrastructure level while the Technology Advisory Board is looking at ways 

3pls can harness technology, robotics and automation to realign systems and manage the 

workforce.  

As a final thought, Peter Ward presented the evolution of two buildings in Hong Kong to 

indicate the direction the industry is going in.  The ATL building - 13 floors encompassing 

1m sq ft and the Interlink building at 23 floors, with its own access ramp to service all 

levels, showing that where land space is at a premium, multi-storey warehousing operations 

will provide the solution. 

A closing remark from Peter Ward was in order to service this logistics revolution more 

young people should be encouraged into logistics careers on the technology side to refine 

and perfect processes and systems to meet the growing demands of the widening global 

marketplace. 

Ends 

The ‘Logistics is the new retail’ webinar was hosted by UKWA’s associate member Quinyx - 

leading provider of cloud-based workforce management solutions, helping logistics 

companies to reduce labour costs, improve efficiency and create a smiling workforce.   

Quinyx gives you complete control over your warehouse and provides you with powerful 

insights to help you make better decisions, saving you time and money. By automating 

labour-intensive processes like scheduling, Quinyx can save a manager, on average, 9 hours 

per week. This time can then be re-invested into optimising the way your warehouse 

operates.  Quinyx can integrate with traditional warehouse management systems, making 

the workforce as efficient as the warehouse itself. By connecting Quinyx’ forecasting module 

to the system that monitors incoming and outgoing packages, you can actually staff more 

accurately based on metrics for your own systems.  

A recording of the webinar and presentation is available online at:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HQkrd0CBIek 
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